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SEMANTIC ROLE LABELING

Source: http://cogcomp.org/papers/PunyakanokRoYi07.pdf (2008)

Semantic Role Labeling: discovering the predicate–argument structure of each predicate

Example: 
Sentence: I left my pearls to my daughter-in-law in my will. 

Output: [A0: I] [V: left] [A1: my pearls] [A2: to my daughter-in-law] [AM-LOC: in my will]. 
Where: A0 = leaver, A1 = thing left, A2 = beneficiary, AM-LOC = location of the action

http://cogcomp.org/papers/PunyakanokRoYi07.pdf


INFORMATION / RELATION EXTRACTION

Source: http://www.anthology.aclweb.org/W/W12/W12-0702.pdf (2012)

ReVerb: shallow syntactic features; DepOE: deep syntactic features

Open Information Extraction: extracting triples (Argument_1, Relation, Argument_2) from text

Example: 
Sentence: Vigo is the largest city in Galicia and is located in the northwest of Spain. 

Triplet 1: (Vigo, is the largest city in, Galicia) 
Triplet 2: (Vigo, is located in, northwest of Spain)

http://www.anthology.aclweb.org/W/W12/W12-0702.pdf


SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Sentiment Analysis: determining the attitude of a subject with respect to a topic, document, etc.

Example: 
Sentence: The display is awesome, but the battery life is too short. 

Output: display: positive; battery life: negative; overall: neutral



SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Sentiment Analysis: determining the attitude of a subject with respect to a topic, document, etc.

Example: 
Sentence: The display is awesome, but the battery life is too short. 

Output: display: positive; battery life: negative; overall: neutral

”The best modern sentiment systems don’t use parsers anymore, actually. 
They seem to be doing the task via end-to-end deep neural nets, these days.” 

— Dave Orr, PM for NLP in Google Research (2016)

Source: https://www.quora.com/What-can-I-do-with-the-result-of-an-NLP-parser-Other-than-sentiment-analysis

https://www.quora.com/What-can-I-do-with-the-result-of-an-NLP-parser-Other-than-sentiment-analysis


QUESTION ANSWERING

Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.05250.pdf (2016)

Question Answering (QA): the ability to read text and then answer questions about it

Example: 
Text: In meteorology, precipitation is any product of the condensation of atmospheric water vapor that 
falls under gravity. The main forms of precipitation include drizzle, rain, sleet, snow, graupel and hail. 

Question: What causes precipitation to fall? 
Answer: gravity

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.05250.pdf


PARSEY MCPARSEFACE RELEASE: MAY 2016

Source: https://thenextweb.com/dd/2016/05/12/google-just-open-sourced-something-called-parsey-mcparseface-change-ai-forever/ 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/05/17/has-googles-parsey-mcparseface-just-solved-one-of-the-worlds-big/ 

https://www.cnet.com/news/google-offers-parsey-mcparseface-and-syntaxnet-ai-software-for-free/ 
https://www.inquisitr.com/3107832/ai-google-ai-tool-parsey-mcparseface-could-detect-lies-eliminate-problems-of-human-language-

with-artificial-intelligence-language-program/

https://thenextweb.com/dd/2016/05/12/google-just-open-sourced-something-called-parsey-mcparseface-change-ai-forever/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/05/17/has-googles-parsey-mcparseface-just-solved-one-of-the-worlds-big/
https://www.cnet.com/news/google-offers-parsey-mcparseface-and-syntaxnet-ai-software-for-free/
https://www.inquisitr.com/3107832/ai-google-ai-tool-parsey-mcparseface-could-detect-lies-eliminate-problems-of-human-language-with-artificial-intelligence-language-program/
https://www.inquisitr.com/3107832/ai-google-ai-tool-parsey-mcparseface-could-detect-lies-eliminate-problems-of-human-language-with-artificial-intelligence-language-program/


PARSEY MCPARSEFACE RELEASE: MAY 2016

Source: https://www.afr.com/technology/googles-robot-parser-parsey-mcparseface-doesnt-speak-money-20160520-goznyx

https://www.afr.com/technology/googles-robot-parser-parsey-mcparseface-doesnt-speak-money-20160520-goznyx


LAS / UAS / PER-TOKEN ACCURACY IS NOT ENOUGH

Source: https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/

https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/


Source: https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/

LAS / UAS / PER-TOKEN ACCURACY IS NOT ENOUGH

https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/


Source: https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/

Number of tokens 29

Correct tokens 26

Incorrect tokens 3

Per-token accuracy 90%

Number of sentences 2

Correct sentences 0

Incorrect sentences 2

Per-sentence accuracy 0%

LAS / UAS / PER-TOKEN ACCURACY IS NOT ENOUGH

https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/


PART OF SPEECH TAGGING

Source: https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/CICLing2011-manning-tagging.pdf (2011)

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/CICLing2011-manning-tagging.pdf


REAL SENTENCES

Source: http://web.science.mq.edu.au/~mjohnson/papers/Johnson15ParsingSurvey.pdf

http://web.science.mq.edu.au/~mjohnson/papers/Johnson15ParsingSurvey.pdf


LAST DECENT COMPARISON FROM 2015

Source: http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P15-1038

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P15-1038


DEPENDENCY OR CONSTITUENCY (PHRASE STRUCTURE)?

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase_structure_grammar

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase_structure_grammar


DEPENDENCY OR CONSTITUENCY (PHRASE STRUCTURE)?

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase_structure_grammar

Example of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase_structure_grammar


IT STARTED WITH OPINIONS

"Keep walking, you are under no obligation to give anybody money, don't flash your wallet, 

and you will be fine. Beware that after dark even MORE homeless show up to the area.”

"Best place to watch the sunset and have a bonfire party in San Francisco. Mind your glasses! 

They don't belong to the beach! Bring your dogs and surfboards!”

"A fantastic place to visit. I'd recommend hiring a bike and riding across. Take a sweater 

though as it can get quite chilly with the breeze.”



IT STARTED WITH OPINIONS

"Keep walking, you are under no obligation to give anybody money, don't flash your wallet, 

and you will be fine. Beware that after dark even MORE homeless show up to the area.”

"Best place to watch the sunset and have a bonfire party in San Francisco. Mind your glasses! 

They don't belong to the beach! Bring your dogs and surfboards!”

"A fantastic place to visit. I'd recommend hiring a bike and riding across. Take a sweater 

though as it can get quite chilly with the breeze.”

neutral:

positive:

neutral:



THERE WERE TONS OF INTERESTING USER QUESTIONS

When should I come?

What is this place recommended for?

What should I watch out for?

What should I bring with me?

What kind of people can I expect there?

What things should be avoided?



AND EVEN MORE FROM DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

When should I come?

What is this place recommended for?

What should I watch out for?

What should I bring with me?

What kind of people can I expect there?

What things should be avoided?

What do my users want me to add?

Why do people change my product to another?

Why do people resign from my product?

What do my users want me to change?

What do my users have problems with?



I've been taking ________ for 3 years and have experienced ________ and ________.

Make sure to take ________ with you as it can be chilly.

I wish there was ________ and ________, and then this app would have it all.

HOW TO FIND ANSWERS FOR ALL THESE QUESTIONS?



I've been taking ________ for 3 years and have experienced ________ and ________.

Make sure to take ________ with you as it can be chilly.

an item to be brought

I wish there was ________ and ________, and then this app would have it all.

an adverse drug reaction (x2)

a drug name a feature to be added (x2)

HOW TO FIND ANSWERS FOR ALL THESE QUESTIONS?

Fill in the gaps with following terms:



WE HAVE A MAP

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



CONTEXT-BASED INFORMATION EXTRACTION

Extraction Engine

Example of an extraction model built with 
Samurai Labs’ IE Query Language 

Example of a part of App Analytics proof of concept 



CONTEXT-BASED INFORMATION EXTRACTION

Extraction Engine

Library

Example of an extraction model built with 
Samurai Labs’ IE Query Language 

Example of a part of App Analytics proof of concept 



WHY DO PEOPLE CHANGE ONE DRUG TO ANOTHER?

REASON FOR SWITCHING ADDITIONAL CONDITION
get agitated easily without it
sudden mood swings 
agitation 
dry mouth (3) 
loss of appetite (2) 
hard to get to sleep at night sometimes
teeth grinding 
the stunting of my growth 
extreme appetite suppressment 
weight loss (2) 
grinding my teeth as it wears off
the lack of appetite 
a fairly expensive medication with no insurance
hard to fall asleep a night  if i take to late in the day
insomnia
mild headaches 
i urinate like crazy 
excessive weight gain 
loss of weight due to lack of appetite

REASON FOR SWITCHING ADDITIONAL CONDITION
dry mouth (3)
not feeling hungry 
an increase in appetite when i don't take it
become pretty lethargic
loss of appetite (2) 
headaches (2) from not eating
irritability
keeps me awake at night if i don't take it early 

enoughcan no longer smoke weed
expensive if you're not covered
the dehydration
the moodiness when coming off from it
begin to get moody again when it starts to wear off
bruising easily
rapid heart beats
dizziness 
increased agitation when coming off of
the desire for a cigarette for the first 2 hrs
a mild headache around 9 pm

ADHD DRUG#1 ADHD DRUG#2

Raw data extracted from drug reviews and posts from various healthcare forums



WHAT PEOPLE ARE AFRAID OF?

Source: https://www.reddit.com/r/dataisbeautiful/comments/3u8s3r/sneak_peek_into_redditors_minds_linguistic/

https://www.reddit.com/r/dataisbeautiful/comments/3u8s3r/sneak_peek_into_redditors_minds_linguistic/


HOW PEOPLE EXPRESS…?

Negations

Requests

Conditionals

Intentions

Possession

Comparisons

Greetings

Wishes

Regrets



HOW PEOPLE EXPRESS…?

Negations

Counter-factual 
Expressions

Reported 
Speech

Vocative Case

Requests
Temporal 
Relations

Conditionals

Intentions

Linking Verb 
Relations

Possession

Opinions

Comparisons

Clamors

Generalizations
Assignments

Warnings

Recommendations

Greetings

Wishes

Regrets Persuasion

Coaxes



TECHNOLOGY MATCH: ONLINE VIOLENCE DETECTION

Contextual AI 
For 

Online Violence

Online Violence is a huge and very 
complex problem.
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Cyberbullying

Pedophile Attacks

Sexual Harassment

That's why it needs to be divided 
into a set of smaller problems.
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INTRODUCING CONTEXTUAL MODELS

Contextual AI 
For 

Online Violence

Online Violence is a huge and very 
complex problem.

Cyberbullying

Pedophile Attacks

Sexual Harassment

That's why it needs to be divided 
into a set of smaller problems.

Abusive 
Comparisons

Blackmails

Direct Abuses

Persuading Suicide

Persuading Violence

Threats

And each problem should be 
divided even more to be precisely 

solved by dedicated Contextual 
Model.



FEW EXAMPLES OF ONLINE VIOLENCE

Personal Attack

Threat

Blackmail

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



WHAT IS A BLACKMAIL?

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



WHAT IS A BLACKMAIL?

Request

Here: Using an imperative 
to express the request.

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



WHAT IS A BLACKMAIL?

Request

Here: Using an imperative 
to express the request.

Alternative

Here: Using connector ”or” along with 
future tense to express the alternative.

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



WHAT IS A BLACKMAIL?

Request

Here: Using an imperative 
to express the request.

Alternative

Here: Using connector ”or” along with 
future tense to express the alternative.

Negative Consequences

Here: Revealing something that the interlocutor 
wants to keep in secret as a form of negative 

consequence.

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



GRAMMAR AS A KEY FOR ACHIEVING HIGH PRECISION

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



GRAMMAR AS A KEY FOR ACHIEVING HIGH PRECISION

All of the graphics are examples of a Samurai Labs’ Syntactic Parser output 



GRAMMAR AS A KEY FOR ACHIEVING HIGH PRECISION

Source: http://perspectiveapi.com/#/

http://perspectiveapi.com/#/


HYBRID APPROACH

Rule of thumb: use whatever works better for solving certain sub-task.

Symbolic: 
- governance over the whole decision process, 
- verification of excluding conditions, 
- finding candidates for specific classification sub-tasks, 
- normalization, semantic and syntactic transformations.

Statistical: 
- dedicated classifiers for specific well-defined sub-tasks, 
- supportive techniques for building rules and dictionaries.



BENCHMARK

Source: https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00926

Dataset: 

RE-ANNOTATED (!) Formspring data for 
Cyberbullying Detection (12 772 posts); 
original dataset is available on Kaggle* 

Cyberbullying in Original Annotation: 

802 samples (6.3%) 

Cyberbullying in New Annotation: 

913 samples (7.1%)

* https://www.kaggle.com/swetaagrawal/formspring-data-for-cyberbullying-detection

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00926
https://www.kaggle.com/swetaagrawal/formspring-data-for-cyberbullying-detection


BENCHMARK: RESULTS

Solution Precision Recall

Fasttext 0.466 0.507

Samurai 0.804 0.843

System A 0.230 0.835

System B 0.277 0.656

System C 0.179 0.798

System D 0.111 0.821

System E 0.283 0.307

Source: https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00926

Dataset: 

RE-ANNOTATED (!) Formspring data for 
Cyberbullying Detection (12 772 posts); 
original dataset is available on Kaggle* 

Cyberbullying in Original Annotation: 

802 samples (6.3%) 

Cyberbullying in New Annotation: 

913 samples (7.1%)

* https://www.kaggle.com/swetaagrawal/formspring-data-for-cyberbullying-detection

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00926
https://www.kaggle.com/swetaagrawal/formspring-data-for-cyberbullying-detection


KEY TAKEAWAYS

1. Be mindful about what you measure. 

2. Do not stick with well-defined tasks. 

3. Symbolic / rule-based systems are not dead. 

4. Grammar is a key for high-level NLP tasks.
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